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Introduction 

Businesses increasingly rely on datacenters to provide access to services, applications, and 

data. As user demand rises and applications gain complexity, datacenter infrastructure must 

provide massive capacity and fast access to information in order to keep pace with business 

priorities. Today companies can add storage capacity easily by augmenting infrastructure with 

additional hard disk drives and arrays. Unfortunately, the devices that provide the highest 

capacity fail to provide the performance needed to keep systems supplied with the data for 

processing. 

Indeed, the CPU-to-storage bottleneck is hampering overall system performance—a trend that 

continues unabated as system performance outpaces disk throughput year over year. 

Consider that a quad-core server with a maximum memory configuration can generate 

hundreds of thousands of I/O operations per second (IOPS)—yet the entire complex of disk 

drives available to the system can only perform thousands of IOPS combined. The disparity in 

IOPS between the system and disks caused by rotational and seek latencies forces CPU 

cycles to be lost waiting for I/O to complete, impacting system throughput and application 

performance (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Hard disk drives leave systems waiting for data. 

To compensate, IT managers typically add more external devices and DRAM to help speed 

throughput. More DRAM lets systems store larger working sets in memory to avoid disk 

latency, and adding disk spindles can help increase throughput by letting I/O operations be 

performed in parallel. However, the result is an expensive infrastructure that is difficult to 

manage. 

This technical white paper provides an overview of Flash technology, and discusses its 

introduction into a new tier of storage infrastructure. It explains how companies can utilize 

Flash technology and the Oracle Solaris Zettabyte File System (ZFS) to take advantage of the 

high performance of enterprise solid state drives (SSDs) and other Flash storage devices, and 

the low cost of high-capacity hard disks, to create hybrid storage pool solutions that help 

balance system performance, capacity, and cost.
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Flash Technology Moves to the Enterprise 

Originally developed by Toshiba in the 1980s, Flash memory is low-cost, non-volatile computer 

memory that can be electrically erased and reprogrammed. Two different types of memory—NOR and 

NAND—provide the basis for Flash devices and dictate how erase and read operations are performed. 

With dedicated address and data lines and a fully memory-mapped random access interface, NOR 

Flash supports random access to any location. Combined with long erase and write times and large 

voltage requirements, NOR Flash is well suited to code that needs to be updated infrequently. In 

contrast, NAND Flash provides block access to data. With a smaller chip area per cell, NAND Flash 

supports greater storage densities, provides greater endurance due to smaller current requirements, and 

costs less per unit of storage. 

Nearly everyone is familiar with some sort of commercially available Flash device, from memory cards 

used in MP3 players, cell phones, and digital cameras to store music, photographs, and other digital 

information, to removable USB drives used to backup and transport data from one machine to 

another. Technological advancements are moving NAND Flash technology past simple commodity 

use and making it a reasonable storage alternative for the enterprise. Robust data integrity, reliability, 

availability and serviceability features, combined with breakthrough performance and power 

characteristics, have made it possible to create a new class of storage device. 

Enterprise Solid State Devices 

Enterprise solid state devices based on Flash technology consist of three main components: NAND 

Flash, DRAM, and a controller (Figure 2). 

 NAND Flash. NAND Flash is used for primary back-end storage, and requires blocks to be erased 

prior to writing data. While NAND Flash provides fast read access times, it takes between one and 

two milliseconds to erase a block. Maintaining a range of spare blocks that are available for use helps 

to alleviate erase time bottlenecks. 

 DRAM. DRAM provides a local buffer to accelerate Flash performance and maintain active data 

structures. A supercapacitor is used to protect data and permit it to be flushed to the media in the 

event of power loss. 

 Controller. A controller manages the back-end storage and buffer cache, and provides a 

communication interface to systems. To extend the life of the device, the controller works to 

minimize writes to the same location to decrease wear, and tracks and maps bad blocks so they 

cannot be reused. While mapping bad blocks out of the available address space can impact 

performance over time, doing so results in gradual device failure rather than sudden failure. In 

addition, information is load balanced and interleaved to speed performance, and ECC is supported 

to provide data integrity. 
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Figure 2. Enterprise solid state drive high-level architecture 

Several advancements in Flash technology characteristics are making it possible to utilize SSDs and 

related Flash devices in the enterprise datacenter. 

Performance 

Flash technology completes operations in microseconds, placing it between hard disk drives 

(milliseconds) and DRAM (nanoseconds) for access time. Because Flash technology contains no 

moving parts, it avoids the seek times and rotational latencies associated with traditional hard disk 

drives. As a result, data transfer throughput to and from solid state storage media is faster than 

electromechanical disk drives can provide—with Flash devices providing tens of thousands of IOPS 

compared to hundreds of IOPS for hard disk drives. 

Low Power Consumption 

Hard disk drives draw significant amounts of power to operate the motor and spin the media. In 

contrast, the use of efficient Flash integrated circuits and a lack of motors and other mechanical parts 

result in Flash devices consuming a fraction of the power of conventional hard disk drives. In fact, 

Flash storage uses only a fraction of the power used by hard disk drives when idle, and as little as 15 

percent of the power of hard disk drives when performing operations. The result—less heat in the 

system chassis. 
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Cost 

While Flash devices are more expensive per gigabyte than a comparable disk drive, Flash memory costs 

are dropping significantly year over year. In addition, as electricity costs rise and Flash memory costs 

decrease, the relative cost per available gigabyte and cost per IOPS of Flash memory improves. For 

example, hard disk drives cost approximately $1.25/IOPS, compared to only a few cents for Flash 

devices. Since hard disk drives must be powered on to be available, the low power consumption of 

Flash devices makes them a smart choice for datacenters looking to reduce operating costs. While a 

gigabyte of mechanical disk costs less than a gigabyte of Flash memory, the fact that Flash memory 

outperforms hard disk storage by at least an order of magnitude in reading and writing data makes the 

cost per gigabyte of Flash devices exceptionally low. 

Reliability 

While Flash devices provide similar functionality to traditional hard drives, they offer improved 

reliability features. Both hard disk drives and Flash devices support bad block management, wear 

leveling, and error correction codes (ECC) to foster data integrity. However, unlike hard drives that use 

a motor to spin magnetic media and a read/write head that must move to perform operations, Flash 

devices contain no moving parts—data is stored on integrated circuits that can withstand significant 

shock and vibration. In fact, Flash devices operate in a wider thermal operating range and wider 

operational vibration range than hard disk drives to deliver significantly higher Mean Time Between 

Failure (MTBF) (2.0 million hours versus 1.2 million hours). 

The Hybrid Storage Pool—A New Way to Manage Storage and 
Speed Application Throughput 

As companies look for ways to correct the imbalance between system processing needs and storage 

system throughput capabilities, finding an approach that optimizes both low cost per GB and cost per 

IOPS is essential. Doing so requires making trade-offs between cost and performance. Today 

organizations make that decision based on how quickly data is needed or available budget. As a result, 

datacenters use a variety of device types to store, archive, and access information (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Enterprise devices present cost and performance trade-offs. 

Unfortunately, such solutions often keep applications waiting for data, slowing overall performance. 

Over the last decade CPU and Flash technology benefitted from Moore’s Law, delivering performance 

improvements. Yet storage systems have not made similar strides (Figure 4). Hard disk drives still use 

the similar mechanical designs based on a moving arm and rotating disk platter, and rotational speeds 

have begun to stagnate. As a result, new drives tend to provide increased capacity at existing rotational 

speeds. 

 

Figure 4. CPU, Flash, and hard disk drive technology advancement trends 
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With hard disk drive performance affected by seek, rotation, and transfer times, the latency created 

when transferring data to and from drives results in I/O bottlenecks. Drives simply cannot transfer 

data as fast as systems make requests. Processes are put to sleep waiting for information, and CPUs 

switch to other tasks to continue performing work. Furthermore, the strategy of adding expensive 

DRAM to systems in an effort to help alleviate the slowdown breaks down as data sets continue to 

double every two years. The result—the high-powered processors in the system are constantly waiting 

for data on which to operate. With applications spending significant portions of time waiting for 

storage requests to complete, application performance remains sluggish. 

Today applications running on current multicore, multisocket servers are increasingly held back by 

slow storage systems. Technological advancements are changing the way storage devices can be used to 

rebalance systems and storage and create optimized solutions. While hard disk drives provide the 

capacity needed to handle large amounts storage, they are slow to perform. On the other hand, 

enterprise Flash devices provide required IOPS, yet cannot provide the capacity needed at competitive 

price points. 

Replacing all hard disk drives in a system with Flash devices is not economical for most datacenter 

storage infrastructures. The right approach combines the strengths of both technologies. Flash devices 

can be placed in a new storage tier to assist hard disk drives by holding frequently accessed data, or 

become the destination of synchronous operations, to minimize the impact of disk latencies and 

improve application performance. By utilizing Flash devices to handle CPU I/O, and hard disk drives 

to store massive data sets, a hybrid storage pool gives organizations significant performance gains 

without sacrificing capacity. 

How the Hybrid Storage Pool Works 

The hybrid storage pool places data on the appropriate storage to maximize performance and get costs 

under control. Using this new approach, a server accesses data stored on a combination of Flash 

devices and hard disk drives. Communication routes are established over multiple host adapters to 

parallelize I/O and speed throughput. In comparison to the previous example, a quad-core server with 

a maximum memory configuration connected to Flash and hard disk drive storage via multiple host 

adapters is balanced (Figure 5). Both the system and combined storage pool can generate hundreds of 

thousands of IOPS. 
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Figure 5. The hybrid storage pool provides a tiered architecture that lets data be placed on the right kind of device to balance system performance. 

Flash Devices 

Organizations can take advantage of the hybrid storage pool by combining Flash devices and Oracle 

Solaris ZFS. In addition to including vendor-supplied enterprise solid state devices in its servers and 

blade server modules, Oracle provides several types of Flash devices. 

Oracle’s Sun Flash Modules 

Oracle’s Sun Flash Modules combine NAND Flash components, a DRAM buffer, and a Flash 

memory controller to provide an industry-standard device in a compact and efficient form factor. Each 

Sun Flash Module provides 24 GB of addressable capacity, and uses only 2 watts of power. Used in 

Oracle’s Sun Storage F5100 Flash Array storage and Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator F20 PCIe Cards, 

Sun Flash Modules provide up to 15,300 IOPS random write; 20,750 IOPS random read; 118 MB/sec 

sequential write; and 265 MB/sec sequential read performance in a mini-DIMM JDEC MO-258A form 

factor. See Sun Flash Module for more information. 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/disk-storage/043963.html
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Oracle’s Sun Storage F5100 Flash Array 

Oracle’s Sun Storage F5100 Flash Array is a dense, high-performance, high-capacity, eco-efficient solid 

state storage solution designed to help accelerate applications. Using up to 80 low-latency solid state 

memory modules that provide nearly 2 TB of storage, the Sun Storage F5100 Flash Array delivers 

performance, capacity, and low power consumption in a compact, rack-mountable 1U enclosure. A 

single array is designed as four separate SAS domains, each with 20 Sun Flash Modules that can be 

attached to a number of servers. The array offers a variety of configurations, so storage architects can 

design flexible, cost-effective solutions that complement the existing storage infrastructure and meet 

performance, capacity, and availability goals. 

Because it eliminates the rotational and head seek delays found in traditional hard disk-based storage 

systems, the array can help accelerate application performance. For example, the array accelerates 

databases with over 1 million IOPS performance and uses 100X less power and space than traditional 

disk-based solutions for the same performance level. Exceeding the IOPS performance of over 3,000 

disk drives, and more than 4X the performance of other Flash technology-based systems, the Sun 

Storage F5100 Flash Array provides a cost-effective building block for high-performance applications 

and solutions. More information, see Sun Storage F5100 Flash Array. 

 

Figure 6. The Sun Storage F5100 Flash Array, Sun Flash Modules, and Sun Flash Accelerator F20 PCIe Card offer high-performance, eco-efficient 

solid state storage in compact designs. 

Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator F20 PCIe Card 

Oracle’s Sun Flash Accelerator F20 PCIe Card is a low-profile PCIe card that supports onboard, 

enterprise-quality solid state-based storage. With the ability to deliver up to 100K IOPS for random 4K 

reads in a compact PCIe form factor, a single Sun Flash Accelerator F20 PCIe Card delivers about the 

same number of IOPS as three hundred 15K RPM disk drives, while consuming a fraction of the space 

and power. 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/disk-storage/043967.html
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The card combines four flash modules—each containing 24 GB of enterprise-quality SLC NAND 

Flash and 64 MB of DRAM—for a total of 96 GB of Flash storage and 256 MB DRAM per PCIe 

card. A supercapacitor module provides sufficient energy to flush the DRAM contents to persistent 

Flash storage in the event of a sudden power outage to enhance data integrity. The card presents itself 

as an HBA to the server, with the four memory modules acting like four enterprise SSDs and treated as 

four separate 24 GB disks, eliminating the need for special system commands or device drivers. 

The Sun Flash Accelerator F20 PCIe Card turbo charges existing Oracle servers while keeping all 

existing HDDs, making it ideal for a hybrid storage pool implementation (Figure 7). Occupying a single 

slot on the motherboard, the dense PCIe form factor is particularly beneficial for existing 1U servers, 

or larger servers with a limited number of available disk slots. Because the card can function as an 

internal SAS or SATA HBA, it can replace an existing HBA while supplying low-latency, Flash 

technology-based storage, without consuming an additional slot in servers with limited slot availability. 

For information, see Sun Flash Accelerator F20 PCIe Card. 

 

 

Figure 7. The Sun Flash Accelerator F20 PCIe Card even fits into smaller servers and supports the creation of hybrid storage pools. 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/disk-storage/043966.html
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Oracle Solaris ZFS  

Oracle Solaris ZFS is an enterprise-class, general-purpose file system that provides virtually unlimited 

file system scalability and increased data integrity to large-scale solutions. Providing up to 21 billion 

yottabytes1 of capacity, this 128-bit, open source file system integrates traditional file system 

functionality with built-in volume management techniques. By automatically allocating space from 

pooled storage when needed, Oracle Solaris ZFS simplifies storage management and gives 

organizations the flexibility to optimize data for performance. The following sections discuss several 

key capabilities of Oracle Solaris ZFS related to hybrid storage pools. 

Virtual Storage Pools 

Unlike traditional file systems that require a separate volume manager, Oracle Solaris ZFS introduces 

the integration of volume management functions. Breaking free of the typical one-to-one mapping 

between the file system and its associated volumes, Oracle Solaris ZFS introduces the storage pool 

model. Oracle Solaris ZFS decouples the file system from physical storage in the same way that virtual 

memory abstracts the address space from physical memory, allowing for more efficient use of storage 

devices. Space is shared dynamically between multiple file systems from a single storage pool, and is 

parceled out of the pool as file systems request it. Physical storage can be added to storage pools 

dynamically, without interrupting services. When capacity is no longer required by one file system in 

the pool, it becomes available to other file systems. 

Data Integrity 

Oracle Solaris ZFS uses several techniques to keep on-disk data self-consistent and eliminate silent data 

corruption, such as copy-on-write and end-to-end checksumming. Data is written to a new block on 

the media before changing the pointers to the data and committing the write. Because the file system is 

always consistent, time-consuming recovery procedures such as fsck are not required if the system is 

shut down in an unclean manner. In addition, data is read and checked constantly to help ensure 

correctness, and any errors detected in a mirrored pool are automatically repaired to protect against 

costly and time-consuming data loss and previously undetectable silent data corruption. Corrections are 

made possible by a RAID-Z implementation that uses parity, striping, and atomic operations to aid the 

reconstruction of corrupted data. 

 

 

 
1 1 yottabyte is equal to 1 trillion terabytes, or 1024 bytes. 
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High Performance 

Oracle Solaris ZFS simplifies the code paths from the application to the hardware, delivering sustained 

throughput at near platter speeds. Block allocation algorithms accelerate write operations, and 

consolidate many small random writes into a single, more efficient sequential operation. Indeed, an 

I/O scheduler bundles disk I/O to optimize arm movement and sector allocation to speed throughput. 

In addition, an intelligent prefetch performs read ahead for sequential data streaming, and can adapt its 

read behavior on the fly for more complex access patterns. Furthermore, data is striped automatically 

across all available storage devices to balance I/O and maximize throughput. Oracle Solaris ZFS 

immediately begins to allocate blocks from devices as soon as they are added to the storage pool, 

increasing effective bandwidth as each device is added to the system. 

Simplified Administration 

Oracle Solaris ZFS automates many administrative tasks to speed performance and eliminate common 

errors. Creating file systems is fast and easy. There is no need to configure, or reconfigure, underlying 

storage devices or volumes—these tasks are handled automatically when devices are added to a storage 

pool. In addition, administrators can guarantee a minimum capacity for file systems, or set quotas to 

limit maximum sizes. 

Oracle Solaris ZFS provides a seamless and easy way to administer hybrid storage pools, taking 

advantage of the performance of Flash devices and inexpensive hard disk drive capacity. The file 

system places the right data on the right media at the right time, without administrator intervention. 

With the ability to place active data on solid-state media and less frequently used data on slower, less 

expensive mechanical disks, Oracle Solaris ZFS provides automated tiered caching across DRAM, 

Flash, and hard disk drives and dynamically reacts to workload requirements. Application data sets can 

be isolated from slower mechanical disk drives, helping to reduce read service and transaction response 

times. 

For example, Oracle Solaris ZFS can use Flash storage intelligently as a cache for both application and 

file system metadata, placing latency-critical data structures appropriately on Flash media and using 

algorithms to optimize data placement. In addition, Oracle Solaris ZFS provides acceleration of both 

read and write operations, and it lets administrators configure the system to match workload demands 

(Figure 8). These concepts are explored in the sections that follow. 
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Figure 8. Oracle Solaris ZFS automates storage management and helps balance system performance with the ZFS Intent Log, a read cache, and a 

high-capacity storage pool. 

Reduced Read Latency 

Systems use memory to cache frequently accessed data for rapid access and improved performance. 

Once data is stored in the cache, future requests can be satisfied quickly by accessing the cached copy 

rather than fetching it from disk. Policies determine which data is held in the cache in an attempt to 

anticipate future needs.  

Flash storage can be used to enhance caching operations in systems. Oracle Solaris ZFS combines 

main memory and Flash devices into a large read cache and uses an Adaptive Replacement Cache 

(ARC) for its cache replacement algorithm. The ARC manages and balances the cache content using 

most frequently used (MFU) and most recently used (MRU) algorithms for storing data to, and 

retrieving data from, memory. A second-level ARC (L2ARC2) with smart caching and prefetching 

techniques lets Oracle Solaris ZFS use Flash storage as a second-level cache to further speed read 

performance. 

 

 

 
2 As of the writing of this paper, the L2ARC is currently available only in the OpenSolaris operating system 
and in Oracle Solaris 11 Express. 
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Using Oracle Solaris ZFS and an L2ARC stored on Flash devices helps in several key areas. 

 Eliminate disk latency. Both the ARC and L2ARC are used to satisfy read requests from clients, 

and aim to avoid blocking a read request due to disk latency. Read operations can be serviced by the 

combined caches rather than disk drives. As a result, applications block for no more than the 

duration of Flash latency (< 100 microseconds) rather than the latency of disk drives (up to 4 

milliseconds). 

 Speed access to working sets. Flash devices offer a faster way to access working sets that do not 

fit into available memory. While Flash devices are more expensive than fast hard disk drives per unit 

of storage, caching a very large working set on Flash devices costs less than storing all the data on 

fast disks when the performance advantages of Flash technology are taken into account. 

 Enhance cache performance. The L2ARC uses an evict-ahead policy. Cache entries are aggregated 

and predictively pushed out to Flash devices in order to distribute overhead across large write 

operations and eliminate additional latency that could arise when an entry is evicted from the cache. 

A ring buffer is used to manage the L2ARC replacement policy. When the end of the cache is 

reached, entries are stored at the beginning of the cache to avoid potential fragmentation. 

 Speed system readiness by warming caches. The L2ARC stores a directory of data blocks 

written to the L2ARC. This practice helps to identify cache contents after a power or system failure 

and warm the cache. Instantly warming the cache reduces the time needed to restore production 

systems after planned or unplanned outages or other system resets. 

Reduced Write Latency 

Oracle Solaris ZFS uses a log to record modifications to the file system. The Oracle Solaris ZFS Intent 

Log (ZIL) allows applications that demand synchronous writes to a permanent storage medium to 

benefit from apparent latency reductions and get work done while data is written asynchronously in the 

background. It can store small transactions to the file system in a dedicated Flash storage pool before 

committing the transaction to disk. The ZIL stores enough information to replay the transaction, if 

needed. These records are freed after the data is committed to disk. The ZIL handles small and large 

writes differently. 

 Small writes are included in the log record. 

 Large writes are synchronized to disk, and the ZIL maintains a pointer to the synchronized data in 

the log record. As a result, the size of the ZIL tends to be small and is dictated by the number of 

IOPS from clients. 
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Several techniques are used to speed write throughput. 

 Oracle Solaris ZFS manages the storage pool by aggregating high-bandwidth devices and low-latency 

devices separately. It dynamically determines whether a low-latency or high-bandwidth device should 

be used, depending on the amount of accumulated data in a transaction. 

 Writes are acknowledged once the data is written to the ZIL. Multiple small transactions are 

aggregated, letting the system perform fewer commits to the hard disk drives in the storage pool and 

use fewer and larger I/O transactions to speed I/O throughput. 

 Placing the ZIL on a low-latency Flash device can help improve server throughput. For example, 

internal testing revealed ZIL latency to be approximately 100 microseconds, far faster than the 

milliseconds needed to access a hard disk drive. 

For instructions on how to deploy hybrid storage pools, see the zpool(1M) man page. 

When to Deploy Hybrid Storage Pools 

Hybrid Storage Pools can help solve latency problems with targeted solutions. Doing so requires 

administrators to better understand applications and performance limiters. 

Caching 

The Oracle Solaris ZFS Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC) is a read-ahead cache system that 

attempts to use most of a system's available memory to cache file system data. As memory 

requirements increase, as happens at application execution, the ARC relinquishes memory. During 

these times, the ARC cannot cache as much file system data and performance can be impacted. 

Similarly, applications that consume large memory pages limit the size of the ARC. In this case, an 

extended L2ARC can help to improve performance and is cheaper and less power-hungry than 

DRAM. Because the L2ARC is larger than the ARC and can scale, it can cache large working sets and 

Flash devices can be added at any time to match the needs of workloads. In fact, having multiple Flash 

devices in the L2ARC tends to improve performance by allowing current I/O and preventing blocks 

on writes. Oracle’s Flash storage devices provide sufficient performance and capacity to support the 

L2ARC. 
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Synchronous Applications 

Use of the Oracle Solaris ZFS ZIL is beneficial for synchronous applications, such as: 

 Databases 

 Logging 

 NFS environments that share files across IP networks 

 Environments using the internet SCSI (iSCSI) protocol for supporting block-based access to remote 

storage devices across IP networks 

 Synchronous metadata update operations that prove critical in environments with many small file 

creations and updates 

When more than one Flash device is dedicated to the ZIL, writes are automatically balanced between 

devices. Mirroring is a very good choice for protecting data, since RAID-Z does not extend to log 

devices. Mirroring the log device lets users access the storage pool even if a log device fails. Oracle’s 

Flash technology-based storage provides the performance and reliability needed to support the ZIL. 

Oracle Solaris ZFS is designed to recognize and add new drives dynamically. As a result, Flash devices 

can be added to existing pools as needed, without dismounting file systems that are in use. Once this is 

done, Oracle Solaris ZFS automatically optimizes the file system to use the new devices as high-speed 

disks to help improve read and write throughput for frequently accessed data, improve latency for 

synchronous operations, and safely cache data destined for mechanical disk drives. 

Applications That Can Benefit 

A variety of applications can take advantage of the hybrid storage pool approach. For many 

applications, adding enterprise Flash devices to an Oracle Solaris ZFS pool to create a hybrid storage 

pool provides transparent access to devices, and helps improve performance and reduce costs. Other 

classes of applications can benefit from being placed on a file system created from a pool that consists 

largely of enterprise Flash devices. In this scenario, applications must be configured to be aware of the 

Flash devices. Doing so extends the hybrid storage pool concept to applications where I/O latency is a 

critical factor to success. For example: 

 Database performance can be accelerated with Flash devices by placing indexes and hot tables on 

highly responsive Flash storage. 

 Online transaction processing (OLTP) applications, decision support systems, and data warehousing 

applications that depend on rapid data access can benefit from the use of Flash storage in the 

deployment architecture. 
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How Flash Technology Can Help 

As Flash technology moves into the enterprise, it holds promise for accelerating application 

performance and reducing datacenter energy consumption. By combining high-performance Flash 

storage with high-capacity hard disk drives into a hybrid storage pool that is automatically managed by 

Oracle Solaris ZFS, IT organizations can rebalance systems, eliminate I/O bottlenecks, and improve 

the end user experience. As a result, IT organizations can take advantage of unique device 

characteristics and deploy systems that address specific application and workload problems. 
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